N O W I N S I L I C O N VA L L E Y

WINTER IS COMING
SOREL x Chloé
boot, $515,
by Chloé at
Nordstrom,
Westfield Valley
Fair and chloe.com

MOUNTAIN MOVES
Paris by way of the Pacific Northwest—boot brand SOREL has teamed with French maison Chloé
to create an all-weather boot that’s both utilitarian and chic. Founded within 10 years of each other,
the unlikely pair shares an emphasis on classic techniques and a commitment to craftsmanship.
Influenced by the concurrent heritage of both brands, the partnership is a lesson in refining a
practical staple. Gold accents and a rich layer of shearling bring Parisian panache to SOREL’s classic
Joan of Arctic boot—balancing the functional rubber-bottomed soles that have become a signature
of the brand with a bit of splash. Waterproof suede and an insulated lining mean full protection
from the elements, making this the perfect choice for an après-ski tread. –Emily Hannon

BUYING TIME

Spectrum Interior Design
dressed up an Atherton
home for the holidays.

HOUSE & HOME

DECK THE HALLS

When it comes to getting the house holiday-ready, check that item right off your to-do list by
enlisting a professional like Spectrum Interior Design (spectruminteriordesign.com). “We
aim to provide our clients ultimate ease and maximum enjoyment,” says founder and principal
designer Amy Fischer. Among the Los Altos-based firm’s seasonal services are design,
curation, procurement, installation, disassembly and organization of all decorations. Think
fresh and reusable greenery, custom mantle designs and tablescapes, whole-home schemes and
lighting automation. “We are designing moments of pride when our clients are overjoyed to
entertain and show off their home with the magic of the holidays,” Fischer notes. “We are
designing warm memories for families when they appreciate being around their holiday tree
opening gifts. I love that we are enhancing and elevating lifestyles as a result of our offerings.”
Not only are the services available for both the indoor and outdoor areas of a home, but the
Spectrum team is now taking on private yachts and corporate offices. So you can inject a
festive mood wherever you live, work and play. –AL
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On the heels of their first Menlo
Park outpost, Anthem Home,
Janelle and Kirk Loevner have
just opened Anthem Gifts on
the same downtown stretch.
The new shop from the husband
and wife—who also have a pair
of stores in San Francisco—
stocks myriad tabletop and gift
items, among them Christofle
frames, leather overnight bags,
watch winders, desk accessories,
William Yeoward barware
and cashmere sweaters. The
1,000-square-foot venue also
boasts an embroidery machine.
“We saw a great need to create
a place for customers to find gifts
in Menlo Park,” says Janelle. “We
also wanted to provide the ability
to personalize these gifts to make
them unique and special.” Indeed,
now you can take your gift-giving
to a new level. 883 Santa Cruz
Ave., #4, anthemsf.online –AL
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